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The fluid dynamics of a high-speed jet are governed by the instability waves that form in the free-shear boundary layer of the jet. Jet excitation manipulates the growth and saturation of particular instability waves to control the unsteady flow structures that characterize the energy cascade in the jet. The results may include jet noise mitigation or a reduction in the infrared signature of the jet. The Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators (LAFPA) have demonstrated the ability to excite a high-speed jet in laboratory experiments. Extending and optimizing this excitation technology, however, is a complex process that will require many tests and trials. Computational simulations can play an important role in understanding and optimizing this actuator technology for real-world applications. Previous research has focused on developing a suitable actuator model and coupling it with the appropriate computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods using two-dimensional spatial flow approximations. This work is now extended to three-dimensions ($3-D$) in space. The actuator model is adapted to a series of discrete actuators and a $3-D$ LES simulation of an excited jet is run. The results are used to study the fluid dynamics near the actuator and in the jet plume.

I. Introduction

The noise created by a supersonic aircraft is a primary concern in the development of future high-speed planes. The high thrust and low drag requirements of supersonic cruise limit the size engine, increasing jet exit velocity and resulting in high engine noise levels at takeoff and landing. The NASA Fundamental Aeronautics Program, Supersonics Project is tasked with developing fundamental technologies that make supersonic flight practical for regular travel. In order to meet this goal, engine noise must be reduced to a level that allows supersonic aircraft to enter and leave most airports without causing an excessive disturbance.

The naturally chaotic fluid dynamics in a high-speed jet plume are not easily controlled. The overwhelming energy of the jet and the lack of control surfaces downstream of the nozzle exit combine to resist control of the jet. Jets, however, have inherent preferred instabilities that, if appropriately perturbed, will grow as the plume develops and alter the downstream structure of the jet. Properly applied, jet excitation enhances a particular instability to change the downstream characteristics of the jet in a predictable way. Each application will excite a different combination of jet instabilities to achieve an end result and, therefore, it is important to understand the jet dynamics in order to optimize the excitation.

The free-shear boundary layer that forms between a high-speed jet flow and the surrounding fluid is naturally unstable. As the jet mixes with its surroundings, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability waves are formed in the boundary region. These instability waves grow and decay as the jet develops, governing the formation and destruction of the unsteady turbulent flow structures that characterize the energy cascade in the jet. By targeting particular instability waves, jet excitation can alter the flow structures that are responsible for the transport of mass and the transport and dissipation of energy in the jet plume. Moreover, a large change in the jet dynamics can be achieved with a minimal excitation energy if the excitation is input at the nozzle exit where the instability waves, and therefore the flow structures, are small and less energetic. It is this ability to make large changes in the jet with relatively little energy that gives jet excitation so much potential.

Jet excitation must exploit the natural instabilities in the jet to exert control over the on the turbulent structures in the jet plume or the energy of the jet will overwhelm the input perturbation. Proper excitation...
and rapidly heating the air in a small cavity near the nozzle exit. Although there are three forces typically associated with plasma dynamics (electrohydrodynamic, magnetohydrodynamic, and Joule heating), research as indicated that the Joule heating is the primary forcing mechanism in the high-speed flow environment of a jet. The rapid Joule heating ejects the hot gas from the cavity while creating a shock wave that travels away from the actuator cavity and impacts the jet. A computational model of the LAFPA, therefore, must simulate the rapid heating of the plasma actuator in a way that allows the simulation to generate the associated shock wave and eject the hot gas from the actuator cavity.

There are a few factors to consider when developing a model of the LAFPA for use in a CFD simulation in addition to capturing the actuator physics. First, the short time-scale and sharp flow gradients of the actuator may make the simulation numerically unstable. As a result, additional grid density may be required near the actuator and the maximum stable time step of simulation reduced, increasing the computation time needed by the simulation. Second, the actuator model should be applicable to a wide range of commercial and development CFD codes. Finally, the model should minimize the amount of time expended by the user. Preliminary research, used 2-D simulations, has been conducted using two different actuator models. The first one adds periodic source terms to the governing flow equations that simulate the actuators. The second model adds the actuator energy to the initial flow condition and allows the CFD solver to compute the effect of this energy using the standard flow equations. Each model has advantages and disadvantages. The source terms, for example, require minimal user intervention and can include the effect of a short temperature rise time.

II. Computational Methodology

II.A. LAFPA Model

The Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators (LAFPA) have been developed as a high amplitude, high frequency flow actuator at Ohio State University (OSU). These actuators have demonstrated the ability to excite a small-scale ($D_j = 1.0$ in.) high-speed jet and, to a lesser extent, a larger ($D_j = 7.5$ in.) high Reynolds number jet. The LAFPA use high voltage electronics to create small regions of plasma by periodically and rapidly heating the air in a small cavity near the nozzle exit. Although there are three forces typically associated with plasma dynamics (electrohydrodynamic, magnetohydrodynamic, and Joule heating), research as indicated that the Joule heating is the primary forcing mechanism in the high-speed flow environment of a jet.

The rapid Joule heating ejects the hot gas from the cavity while creating a shock wave that travels away from the actuator cavity and impacts the jet. A computational model of the LAFPA, therefore, must simulate the rapid heating of the plasma actuator in a way that allows the simulation to generate the associated shock wave and eject the hot gas from the actuator cavity.

There are a few factors to consider when developing a model of the LAFPA for use in a CFD simulation in addition to capturing the actuator physics. First, the short time-scale and sharp flow gradients of the actuator may make the simulation numerically unstable. As a result, additional grid density may be required near the actuator and the maximum stable time step of simulation reduced, increasing the computation time needed by the simulation. Second, the actuator model should be applicable to a wide range of commercial and development CFD codes. Finally, the model should minimize the amount of time expended by the user. Preliminary research, used 2-D simulations, has been conducted using two different actuator models. The first one adds periodic source terms to the governing flow equations that simulate the actuators. The second model adds the actuator energy to the initial flow condition and allows the CFD solver to compute the effect of this energy using the standard flow equations. Each model has advantages and disadvantages. The source terms, for example, require minimal user intervention and can include the effect of a short temperature rise time. However, not all CFD codes include (or allow the user to access) source terms where almost all codes allow the user to set the flow initial condition. While this is an advantage of the initial condition model, it does not include any actuator time component and requires the user to reset the initial flow condition at the beginning of each actuator cycle. Ultimately, the initial condition model was selected for the 3-D simulations because of the portability between CFD codes it affords.
A model of the LAFPA must simulate the rapid Joule heating, and initialize the resulting pressure waves, at the proper circumferential locations near the nozzle exit. There are two significant assumptions inherent to an actuator model based on the initial flow condition. First, the experimental LAFPA hardware does not instantly reach its maximum temperature. Rather, emission spectroscopy measurements conducted at OSU indicate that the temperature rises over a period of $10 - 20 \mu s$. The initial condition model assumes that all temperature change occurs during a period of less than one time step (unresolved by the CFD solver). Previous experience, however, indicates that the maximum stable time step will be significantly less than $10 \mu s$.\textsuperscript{4} The LAFPA model, therefore, assumes that the temperature rise time is not critical to the downstream flow dynamics. Second, the LAFPA used in the experiments do not turn off instantly but are programed to remain on for some percentage of the forcing period (the actuator duty cycle). As an energy pulse that is unresolved by the CFD solver, the LAFPA model assumes that the primary forcing mechanism is the initial breakdown of air into plasma, and the shock wave it generates. Thus, the affect of the duty cycle is assumed to be negligible. These are the two assumptions required by the initial condition model that must be validated by comparing the simulation results against experimental data downstream in the jet plume.

The initial condition LAFPA model is implemented by periodically stopping the CFD solver and resetting the internal energy in the desired locations to form a new initial flow condition that reflects the addition of the actuator energy. Specifically, the actuator model is implemented in several steps. First, the actuator temperature ($T_A$), determined from experimental measurements (i.e. emission spectroscopy) or as the result of a calibration procedure. At this point careful attention should be given to correctly non-dimensionalize each variable based on the conventions followed in the CFD solver that will be used for the simulation. The actuator temperature is then used to the calculate the pressure associated with the actuator ($P_A$) using the ideal gas law. Note that use of the ideal gas law is an additional assumption in the model but is not inherent to the model itself. This relationship may change based on data collected from experiments and simulations. Next the actuator pressure is used to compute the peak actuator energy ($E_{A,\text{peak}}$) as:

$$E_{A,\text{peak}} = \frac{P_A}{\rho(\gamma - 1)}$$  \hfill (1)

A Gaussian shape factor is then applied to the peak actuator energy to eliminate any discontinuities in the initial condition data giving the final form of the actuator energy ($E_A$) pulse as:

$$E_A = E_{A,\text{peak}}e^{-\log(2)(xx+yy+\theta)}$$  \hfill (2)

where:

$$xx = \left(\frac{x-x_0}{x_w}\right)^2, yy = \left(\frac{y-y_0}{y_w}\right)^2, \theta = \frac{(\theta - \theta_n)^2}{\theta_w}$$  \hfill (3)

where the actuator center is $(x_0, y_0, \theta_n)$ with $\theta_n = 2\pi n/n_{\text{actuators}}$ for $n = 0, 1, ..., (n_{\text{actuators}} - 1)$ and $x_w, y_w$, and $\theta_w$ define the width of the actuator pulse in the axial, radial, and circumferential directions respectively. Finally, the actuator energy is added to (rather than replaces) the existing flow energy to create the new initial flow condition, allowing energy to build to an equilibrium in the cavity during the first few cycles if the actuator energy is not completely evacuated from the cavity during the current cycle (as might happen with a high frequency excitation).

The instability waves in a jet are characterized for excitation by an azimuthal mode and frequency. The azimuthal mode determines the phase difference between the actuators and the frequency, which is usually given as a non-dimensional Strouhal number ($St_{DF} = fD_j/U_j$), determines the actuator period. The number of time steps per actuator cycle may be calculated from the time step and the desired excitation Strouhal number. Note that each cycle may require multiple restarts to input the correct actuator phasing depending on the instability mode targeted for excitation. Simulations are run through several cycles to allow the actuators perturbations sufficient time to travel downstream and generate the jet response before acquiring any flow data.

II.B. LES Solver - BASS

The Broadband Aeroacoustic Stator Simulation (BASS) code is currently being developed at the NASA Glenn Research Center as a general purpose CAA/LES flow solver for compressible flow simulations.\textsuperscript{3,10}
The code solves the non-linear Euler or Navier-Stokes equations on generalized curvilinear grids using the chain rule form of the governing equations. BASS combines high-order spatial differencing methods with optimized explicit time marching schemes to accurately compute the unsteady flow dynamics. A shock-capturing artificial dissipation scheme with 10th order background dissipation is used to remove unresolved waves from the flow solution. BASS has been used extensively on the prediction of tone and broadband noise from aircraft engine stators using the inviscid Euler equations and is being developed to simulate the jet exhaust plume using the complete Navier-Stokes equations.

The BASS code employs and implicit LES (ILES) strategy, in which a 10th order artificial dissipation model is used to filter the sub-grid scale turbulence. The HALE-RK67 explicit time marching scheme is used with the optimized fourth-order Dispersion Relation Preserving (DRP) spatial differencing scheme from Tam and Webb. The Thompson boundary conditions are applied at the outer edges of the computational domain. Sponge layers are also used near the Thompson boundaries to prevent spurious reflections from reentering the domain.

A 3-D LES simulation of a jet requires significant computational resources and the plasma actuators only increase the computation time required. The LAFPA imposes severe gradients on the flow in the actuator region near the nozzle wall. The standard seven point stencil DRP one-sided difference scheme used to compute spatial derivatives at the boundaries was originally developed for simulations of inviscid flows and, indeed, this scheme works very well with flows in this regime. However, the standard seven point stencil may become numerically unstable for high wave number perturbations in wall bounded viscous flows when using the expected viscous time step. The result is a significant reduction in the global time step enforced to maintain numerical stability at the viscous wall boundary inside of the nozzle and near the actuator.

The BASS code has been extensively developed for inviscid flow problems (i.e. rotor-stator interaction noise) and, therefore, defaults to the standard seven point stencil DRP one-sided difference scheme at the wall boundaries. These boundary stencils where replaced for the excited jet problem with the appropriate seven point MacCormack one-sided differencing stencil. As implemented, the MacCormack based boundary stencil retains the dispersion characteristics of the 4th – order DRP scheme used in the field, so that waves continue to propagate at the correct speed near the wall boundaries, while the dissipation increases to damp instabilities at the points nearest the wall. This combination of features is achieved by optimizing the coefficients to retain the dispersion performance while reducing the overall order of accuracy, to a 2nd – order scheme, to increase the numerical dissipation. Note that this scheme is directional so that waves approaching the wall are dissipated while reflected waves are similarly amplified. Also, the overall order of accuracy of the simulation, based on a strict analysis of the numerical scheme, is reduced from 4th – order to 2nd – order (the order of accuracy at the boundaries). In practice, however, the grid spacing is sufficiently small in the near wall boundary region that the actual numerical error incurred by reducing the order of accuracy near the wall boundaries should be small compared to other parts of the computational domain where the grid spacing is much larger. Ultimately, the value of these MacCormack based stencils will be determined by the real increase in time step and the accuracy of the simulated flow data downstream in the jet plume.

II.C. Computational Grid

The geometry used in these simulations is based on the physical dimensions of a convergent nozzle with an exit diameter \((D_j)\) of 1.0 in. (figure 1) previously tested at Ohio State University. A ceramic extension, measuring 0.5 in. in the axial direction and 1.0 in. in the radial direction, is attached to the nozzle to hold the actuators. With this extension in place, the nozzle features a straight section of 0.901 in. from the final contraction to the nozzle exit and a nozzle lip thickness that is the same dimension as the nozzle diameter. The extension includes the actuator cavity which measures 0.059 in. in the axial direction and 0.051 in. in the radial direction. The cavity extends around the entire circumference of jet (spatial constants in the LAFPA model are used to set the arc length of the actuator at 0.118 in. to match the electrode separation used in the experiments). These dimensions are replicated in the computational simulations.

The computational mesh was designed to capture the necessary unsteady fluid dynamics while minimizing the computational time required and maximizing the numerical stability of the solution in the actuator region. This balance was partially achieved by limiting the overall size of the domain and adding grid density in the actuator region. The domain (figure 2) was limited in the downstream direction to only \(x/D_j = 10\). The radial boundary was sloped at a 7° angle, intersecting the nozzle exit plane \((x/D_j = 0)\) at \(r/D_j = 8\), to enhance the numerical stability of the boundary condition by allowing a consistent inflow when a low-speed constant freestream flow is specified. Although this domain is small, the primary regions of interest in the
first 3 – \( D \) trial case is near the actuator and in the initial jet shear layer where the actuator perturbations are expected to grow and peak (approximately \( 3D_j \) based on experimental data). The nozzle inflow boundary was placed in the straight section of the nozzle and upstream of the actuator cavity thus eliminating the nozzle contraction from the simulation. Although ideally the nozzle contraction should be included in the computation so that the wall boundary layer is correctly formed, the number of additional grid points required to resolve the boundary layer through the nozzle contraction significantly slowed the computation. In this case, the presence of a relatively long straight section after the contraction in the physical nozzle allows the contraction to be removed from the simulation while retaining the actual geometry of the experimental hardware near the nozzle exit. Sponge layers extend from the computational domain at the upstream, downstream, and radial boundaries in an effort to prevent spurious reflections caused by the boundary conditions from traveling back into the domain. These sponge layers are particularly important in these simulations given the proximity of the boundaries to the region of interest in the computational domain.

The grid topology was dictated, in large part, by the geometry of the actuator cavity. Although the dimensions of the cavity in the simulation where identical to the dimensions of the physical hardware, the corners of the cavity and at the nozzle lip were rounded, using small radius curves, rather than sharp. This was done to compensate for limitations in the viscous wall boundary scheme used in the BASS code. At that time, BASS had be primarily been developed for inviscid rotor-stator interaction simulations and, as a result, work on viscous flows was only beginning and BASS now includes the ability to handle sharp corner geometries. Nevertheless, the tight radius corners of the actuator cavity in close proximity to the nozzle exit used in this simulation made it difficult to form smooth grid lines while maintaining the grid density necessary. Figure 3 shows a streamwise and cross-stream slice of the grid topology at the actuator cavity. The GridPro/az3000 grid generation package from Program Development Corporation\(^{22} \) was used to build the grid. Internal surfaces were placed around the cavity and nozzle exit to force grid points into the cavity and hold the grid density in the this region. The BASS code requires full face block matching throughout the grid so the remainder of the grid was built out from the block boundaries established at these internal surfaces.

Three-dimensional grids for round nozzles are commonly formed by simply extruding points from a 2 – \( D \) layout in the azimuthal direction. While this is a relatively easy way to form a 3 – \( D \) grid, it results in a singular axis at the jet centerline where the cell size and, therefore the maximum time step, approaches zero. Two-dimensional simulations have indicated that the energy pulse from the plasma actuator may actually penetrate the jet column to the centerline. If this occurs in the 3 – \( D \) simulations, the discrete pulses from several actuators would combine at or near the nozzle centerline. So although CFD solvers generally have approximations built in to deal with a singular axis, it is better in this case to directly compute the centerline region. The grid topology was formed to include a transition from a polar grid near the nozzle to a Cartesian grid around the jet centerline (using 128 points in the azimuthal direction throughout the grid). This topology, shown in figure 3(b), allows the polar grid to smoothly wrap around the nozzle surfaces, which would be difficult to achieve with a Cartesian grid, while also allowing the flow flow to be directly calculated around the nozzle centerline without adjusting the CFD scheme and without the time step reduction that would be incurred with a complete polar grid.

The final grid was relatively small with approximately 12.5 million grid points. This reflects the small computation domain and rapid grid stretching, particularly in the axial direction, away from the nozzle. The rate of stretching was based roughly on the results from previous 2 – \( D \) simulations.\(^1 \) Grid points were packed up to within 0.00025 in. of the nozzle walls. It is important to note that this grid represents the first attempt to perform an unsteady 3 – \( D \) simulation of an excited jet with the LAFPA and is, therefore, only a starting point. The results of this simulation will be used to examine adequacy of these grid parameters and provide direction for future simulations. A grid sensitivity study will be needed in this next stage of development.

III. Flow Results

III.A. Actuator Dynamics

A model of the Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators (LAFPA) has been developed for CFD simulations. The LAFPA model was applied to a 3-D LES simulation of a \( M_j = 0.9 \) isothermal jet. The actuator geometry, which was based on the arrangement used in prior experiments conducted at OSU\(^{2,3} \) included a total of 8 actuators evenly spaced around the circumference of the jet. The actuator temperature was assumed to
Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the nozzle used in the simulations. Note that only the area to the right of the vertical dashed line was included in the simulations.

Figure 2. Computational mesh used for the excited jet simulations.
(a) Streamwise at $\theta = 0^\circ$

(b) Cross-stream at $x = -0.06\text{in.}$

Figure 3. Cross-stream and streamwise views showing the grid topology around the actuator cavity.

Figure 4. Cross-stream and streamwise view of the initial flow condition (non-dimensional internal energy) with the actuator present. Note that the energy contours in the baseline flow have been lost on this scale due to high amount of energy in the actuator.
Figure 5. Velocity vectors near the actuator cavity at the beginning of a cycle.
Figure 6. Temperature in a cross-stream and streamwise plane near the beginning of an actuator cycle.
Figure 7. Pressure in a cross-stream and streamwise plane near the beginning of an actuator cycle.
be 1273\(^\circ\)K (1000\(^\circ\)C), based on emission spectroscopy measurements,\(^4\) allowing the actuator energy to be calculated according to the procedure in Section II.A. Figure 4 shows the initial flow condition at the start of a cycle after the actuator energy has been added.

Experimental flow diagnostic data are difficult to acquire in the region near the actuator due to the close physical confines of the actuator cavity and nozzle exit as well as the electronic noise produced by the actuators. As a result, these simulations provide useful information into the actual forcing mechanisms behind the LAFPA that can not be acquired with experimental techniques. The lack of experimental data, however, also leaves few options for validating the performance of the actuator model. The LAFPA model, therefore, is evaluated against a theoretical understanding of the actuator physics and previous high fidelity simulation results.

The LAFPA model is based on the idea that rapid Joule heating creates a pressure wave that acts to perturb the jet. Figure 5 shows a series of instantaneous velocity vectors captured within the first 25\(\mu s\) of the start of an actuator cycle. The model operates on the internal energy so the velocity map at time \(t = 0\mu s\) (figure 5(a)) is unchanged from the baseline (no actuator) flow. At \(t = 5\mu s\) (figure 5(b)) the actuator energy has driven air out near the downstream corner of the actuator with a relatively high velocity. This rapid evacuation of air creates a void that begins filling from the upstream edge of the cavity at \(t = 10\mu s\) (figure 5(c)). As the cavity refills, the high speed jet flow strikes the downstream corner of the actuator cavity and splits, pushing a second burst of fluid back into the jet and a new higher velocity pulse of air into the cavity \((t = 15\mu s, \text{figure 5(d)})\). This jet of fluid traveling upwards into the cavity restarts the flow recirculation at \(t = 20\mu s\) (figure 5(e)) and \(t = 25\mu s\) (figure 5(f)) as the flow near the actuator begins to return to its baseline state. The ejection of fluid from the cavity appears to be an important part of the actuator dynamics. Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) of a LAFPA, using a model based on source terms in the flow equations and including a time component, have shown a similar behavior of fluid ejection.\(^5\) However, the time component of the actuator added in the DNS simulations delayed slightly the time before the actuator began refilling with fluid due to the continued addition of energy to simulate the duty cycle. It has not yet been determined whether or not this delay is important to the downstream jet dynamics.

Simulations indicate that the LAFPA operates, at least in part, as a fluidic type actuator when air is forced from the actuator cavity as a result of the rapid addition of thermal energy. This thermal energy must be transported with the fluid or the temperature in the cavity will slowly increase. Figure 6 shows the instantaneous temperature, in a cross-stream and streamwise plane, during the first 25\(\mu s\) of a cycle. The peak temperature drops considerably from the initial \(T_A = 1273\(^\circ\)K\) over the first 5\(\mu s\) (figures 6(a) and 6(b)), the region of high temperature fluid remains concentrated in the cavity. Then, over the next 10\(\mu s\) (figures 6(c) - 6(f)), some of the hot gas is forced from the cavity. As jet flow begins to refill the cavity (figure 6(g) - 6(j)), the high temperature gas is trapped in the cavity as the flow recirculation in the cavity is restarted. This is consistent with the DNS simulation results of Kleinman et. al. that showed an area of high temperature fluid remaining in the recirculating cavity flow after an initial pulse of hot fluid was ejected.\(^5\) A comparison of the cross-stream and streamwise views shows that the movement of high temperature gas goes downstream and into the initial shear layer of the jet rather than in the azimuthal direction around the jet. In fact, the only changes in the azimuthal temperature profile appear to be caused by the high temperature region moving axially in and out of the viewing plane. The contribution of the high temperature fluid (as opposed to a similar fluid at the jet exit temperature) to the perturbation of the jet is not yet fully understood.

The LAFPA appears to perturb the initial jet shear layer by forcing hot gas from the actuator and into the jet. Some experimental data, acquired using Schlieren imaging, indicates that rapid burst arc regime type plasma actuators generate a pressure wave that creates a perturbation by acting similar to a solid surface in the jet.\(^6,7\) Figure 7 shows cross-stream and streamwise images of the instantaneous pressure during the first 25\(\mu s\) of the actuator cycle. At \(t = 5\mu s\), a strong compression wave is visible in the streamwise view traveling upstream away from the actuator (figure 7(b)). In the cross-stream view, the high pressure waves leave the actuator cavity, traveling towards the jet centerline while spreading in the azimuthal direction. The pressure waves weaken as they travel and spread but leave a region of low pressure in their wake which appears to strongly influence the initial shear layer at \(t = 10\mu s\) (figure 7(d)). When the cavity begins refilling at \(t = 15\mu s\) (according to the velocity data in figure 5(d)), the high velocity flow creates a high pressure spot at the downstream corner of the actuator cavity where the flow stagnates (figure 7(f)). The pressure waves continue to spread and at \(t = 25\mu s\) have penetrated to within 0.15 in. of the jet centerline (figures 7(i) - 7(j)). By penetrating so far into the jet, it raises questions about whether the actuators impact only on the
jet shear layer to excite the jet or if they also operate on the jet column itself. This will have implications on the scalability of the LAFPA system if the actuators must affect the jet column.

Experimental studies have demonstrated the ability of the LAFPA to excite a high speed high Reynolds number jet. Simulations incorporating the actuators in a jet indicate that their effect is induced by a rapid rise in temperature. This temperature change quickly expands the air in the cavity, generating a pressure wave that travels from the cavity and into the jet. It is this pressure wave that appears to actually perturb the jet (changing the pressure term in the momentum equation). A small amount of hot fluid is also ejected from the cavity but appears to only have a secondary role in any excitation. Data is now needed farther downstream in the jet plume to validate the actuator model and investigate optimum excitation parameters for noise reduction.

III.B. Jet Dynamics

A jet is said to be excited when particular instabilities are amplified by an external force. These external perturbations may occur naturally (e.g. combustor tones) or specifically input at the nozzle exit for desired control. A simulation, using the LAFPA model described in section II.A, was run to excite the axisymmetric mode \(m = 0\) of a \(M_j = 0.9\) isothermal jet near the preferred jet frequency at \(St = 0.3\) \((4 kHz, T = 0.00025 \text{ s})\).

Figure 8 shows the instantaneous pressure in the jet after four complete actuator cycles. At this point in the simulation, the first actuator perturbation is approximately \(x/D_j = 4\) downstream of the nozzle exit. The regularly spaced regions of high and low pressure show the location of the flow structures associated with the actuators. As seen in flow visualization experiments, the paired flow structures on the top and bottom of the jet are characteristic of axisymmetric mode excitation. It appears, therefore, that the actuator perturbations are affecting the downstream jet dynamics in an expected manner.

The perturbations input by the flow actuators at the nozzle exit travel downstream where they are amplified by the jet. A simulation was run through four complete actuator cycles to acquire data in the first \(x/D_j = 3.75\) downstream of the nozzle exit. The complete flow field was sampled every 5\(\mu\)s \((f = 200 \text{ kHz})\) during the fourth cycle for analysis. Figure 10 shows the fluctuations in pressure and temperature as a function of time and axial location. At \(x/D_j = 0.5\) along the nozzle lipline \((r/D_j = 0.5)\), a temperature increase precedes the pressure wave (figure 9(a)). This supports analysis of the actuator dynamics which showed the high temperature fluid quickly leaving the actuator cavity and entering the initial shear layer. The levels, however, show that the temperature increase at this location is small relative to strength of the pressure wave.

The excited jet will amplify the pressure fluctuations input by the actuator the plume develops while the hot gas ejected from the cavity mixes with the surrounding jet flow and ambient air. Figure 9(b) shows...
Figure 9. Pressure and temperature fluctuations along the nozzle lipline in the jet plume.

(a) $X = 0.5\text{ in.}$

(b) RMS fluctuating quantities.

Figure 10. Pressure fluctuations along the nozzle lipline and in the initial jet plume.

(a) Axial growth and decay of pressure fluctuations.

(b) Computational mesh near the nozzle exit with pressure contours.
an RMS average of the fluctuating temperature and pressure along the nozzle lipline as a function of axial location. The largest temperature fluctuations occur at the nozzle exit as expected but then the fluctuations quickly approach zero indicating that the high temperature fluid is rapidly dispersed. This supports the idea that temperature is a secondary force in the LAFPA perturbations. The axial development of the fluctuating pressure has an overall growth and decay pattern that indicates the jet is responding to the actuator inputs and the simulation is capturing this behavior to some extent. The data in figure 10(a), however, shows that the simulation results are differ significantly from experimental measurements.

Fluctuating pressure data acquired in experiments at OSU have documented the growth and decay of the actuators perturbations in the jet plume. These experimental data show that the initial instability growth rate should be faster, growing approximately 20 dB from $x/D_j = 0.5$ to $x/D_j = 2$, than the growth rate captured in the simulation (figure 10(a)). Also, the experimental data show the peak, or saturation, point near $x/D_j = 3$, farther downstream than the peak at $x/D_j = 1.75$ determined in the simulation. This comparison shows that there are some serious limitations in the current simulations.

The growth and peak of perturbations in a jet is characterized by an initial growth rate (slope), given by linear stability theory, and a saturation or peak amplitude and location determined by non-linear effects. The perturbation computed in the simulation grows at a rate similar to the measured perturbation but only in the first $x/D_j = 0.25$ of the jet. The perturbation amplitude then abruptly decreases, from $x/D_j = 0.25$ to $x/D_j = 0.5$, before beginning to rise again. This behavior is not supported by theory. According to classic stability theory, the growth rate should be independent of the initial perturbation amplitude and, therefore, changes to the actuator power should not affect the growth rate beyond compensating for excess dissipation in the CFD simulation. Figure 10(b) shows the pressure contours in the near nozzle region with the computation mesh imposed. Because internal surfaces were required to hold grid points near corners at the actuator cavity and nozzle lip when the grid stretching is routine is applied, there is an elliptic boundary that points cannot cross when the grid stretching is applied. As a result, there is a region where the grid is stretched more rapidly (from $x/D_j = 0.1$ to $x/D_j = 0.25$) than it should be. The seven-point DRP scheme employed in these simulations requires a minimum of 6 grid points across a flow structure to resolve the linear fluid dynamics (more points are required for non-linear behavior). The BASS code also aggressively dissipates unresolved flow structures to remove them from the solution and increase numerical stability. In figure 10(b), there are not enough grid points to resolve the flow structure centered near $x/D_j = 0.175$. As a result, the structure will be dissipated by the code. Downstream of this artificial boundary, the grid density increases allowing the portion of the flow structure not dissipated by the CFD filter to grow again. Note that the dissipation does not occur immediately so the results of the dissipation appear slightly downstream of the changes in the grid. So although the largest changes in the simulated flow appear slightly downstream of the stretched grid region, the limitations in the growth rate and saturation amplitude computed in the simulation are likely due issues with the computation grid. A grid sensitivity study, conducted using an entirely new grid topology, is needed to address these issues before the jet dynamics can accurately studied.

IV. Conclusions

The Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators (LAFPA) have demonstrated the ability to excite a high-speed jet in experiments conducted at OSU. Simulations may offer a cost effective method to study the relationship between the LAFPA and the jet while optimizing the excitation for different applications. A model of the LAFPA for use in such simulations has been developed and applied in a three dimensional Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of an excited jet. The data collected from the simulation shows that the rapid heating introduced by the plasma actuators forces hot gas from the actuator cavity and initiates a pressure wave that alters the jet flow near the nozzle exit. Although the rapid heating starts the process, the data indicates that the high temperature of the gas only has a small role in the altering the downstream dynamics of the jet. Rather, it is the pressure wave that has the most dramatic effect on the jet and drives the excitation.

A total of four actuator cycles were simulated using the LAFPA model in the first attempt to accurately capture the unsteady dynamics of an excited jet using a LES simulation. The data collected shows an overall trend that qualitatively agrees with experimental measurements but does not sufficiently capture jet dynamics for scientific study. Analysis indicates that these deficiencies likely originate with the computational grid. A grid sensitivity study, therefore, is now required to improve future simulations.
Simulating the unsteady fluid dynamics in an excited jet is a difficult problem. The difficulties are enhanced when the LAFPA flow actuators, which operate on a very small time-scale and induce steep gradients in the flow, are included in the simulation. However, such simulations appear possible based on this first effort. The fluid dynamics near the actuator were studied and appear reasonable based on the information available. In the jet plume, the success of future simulations is dependent on the computational grid which must have enough grid density to resolve both linear and non-linear effects near the actuator and in the jet plume. This work is ongoing and the ability to perform these simulations will continue to develop. Ultimately, these excited jet simulations will be used to develop the LAFPA system for future large-scale application and to optimize the perturbation input for maximum effect.
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The fluid dynamics of a high-speed jet are governed by the instability waves that form in the free-shear boundary layer of the jet. Jet excitation manipulates the growth and saturation of particular instability waves to control the unsteady flow structures that characterize the energy cascade in the jet. The results may include jet noise mitigation or a reduction in the infrared signature of the jet. The Localized Arc Filament Plasma Actuators (LAFPA) have demonstrated the ability to excite a high-speed jet in laboratory experiments. Extending and optimizing this excitation technology, however, is a complex process that will require many tests and trials. Computational simulations can play an important role in understanding and optimizing this actuator technology for real-world applications. Previous research has focused on developing a suitable actuator model and coupling it with the appropriate computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods using two-dimensional spatial flow approximations. This work is now extended to three-dimensions (3-D) in space. The actuator model is adapted to a series of discrete actuators and a 3-D LES simulation of an excited jet is run. The results are used to study the fluid dynamics near the actuator and in the jet plume.